THURSDAY AFTERNOON
OCTOBER 18, 2012

12:00 – 7:00 pm  Registration  Kellogg Center Main Lobby

2:30 – 4:00 pm  [101] Opening Session  Auditorium

Communicating Archaeology in the 21st Century (Lynne Goldstein and Ethan Watrall Organizers) Lynne Goldstein, Chair

2:30  Terrance J Martin (Illinois State Museum), Christopher C Fennell (U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), and Anna S Agbe-Davies (U of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Communicating Archaeology at New Philadelphia

2:45  Christa Christensen (Dickson Mounds Museum) Archaeology and the Public at Dickson Mounds Museum

3:00  Joshua Wells (Indiana U-South Bend) Free Speech versus Free Beer in the Field and Classroom: Evaluation of Free and Open-Source Geographic Information Systems to Communicate Research and Teaching in Midwestern Archaeology

3:15  Kathryn Frederick (Michigan State U) Blogging Archaeology

3:30  Lynne Goldstein (Michigan State U) Teaching Archaeology via Campus Archaeology: What Have We Learned?

3:45  Ethan Watrall (Michigan State U) Michigan State University’s Cultural Heritage Informatics Initiative: Developing a Model for Teaching and Capacity Building in Digital Cultural Heritage

4:15 - 5:15 pm  MSU Campus Archaeology Walking Tour  Meet at Registration Desk

THURSDAY EVENING
OCTOBER 18, 2012

5:00 – 7:00 pm  Reception and Cash Bar  Kellogg Center, Riverside Room

(Lower Level)